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India at a Glance

Population (2010)1.2 billion

Number of universities (2009): 353

Number of students studying in Indian
universities (2007): 13.9 million

Number of Indians studying in U.S. 
universities (2009): 103,260

Indian students make up over 15% of all 
foreign students studying in the U.S.

50% of India’s population is below age 
25

35% of India’s total population is illiterate



Secondary Degree Structure
Standard X Examinations

Students prepare for the examination during their 9th and 10th years of secondary 
education

Common Examination Names:

Secondary School Examination

Secondary School Certificate

Matriculation Examination

Standard XII Examinations
Students prepare for the examination during their 11th and 12th years of secondary 
education

Common Examination Names:

Higher Secondary School Certificate

Higher Secondary School Leaving Certificate

Senior School Certificate

Pre-University Examination

Intermediate Examination



Secondary Documentation

Students receive a Certificate and/or Marks Statement after passing the 
Standard X examination, and again after passing Standard XII.

Request documents for both examinations for a complete picture of 
secondary level achievement. 

Official documents should always be issued by the recognized state or 
central examination board, or a university that conducted its own exam.

Some schools may issue documents after the 9th and 11th grade years, but 
they are generally not considered official inside India. 



Not All Work Completed at a 
College is University Level!

Many colleges offer secondary level curriculum referred to as “junior college”, work. This 
11th grade internal examination was preparation for the Maharashtra State Board Higher 
Secondary Certificate Examination.



Sample Central Board of 
Secondary Education Docs



Sample Central Board of 
Secondary Education Docs



Secondary 
Grading

Using the example on the right, 
remember to convert marks obtained
to percentages before applying the 

equivalent grading scale. 

Most secondary education in India uses 
the standard scale:

First Class: 60% - 100%

Second Class: 50% - 59%

Pass Class: 40% - 49%

Condoned Pass: 35% - 39%



Secondary 
Grading

This Gujarat HSCE lists 
grading information on the 
bottom left of the document.

Grade One (With Distinction)
70% and above

Grade One
60% - 69%

Grade Two
45% - 59%

Grade Three
all passing grades below 45%



Secondary Class Ranking
Central Board of Secondary Education

A-1 Top 1/8th of the passed candidates

A-2 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

B-1 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

B-2 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

C-1 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

C-2 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

D-1 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

D-2 Next 1/8th of the passed candidates

E Failed candidates

The nation wide central boards, especially the Central Board of Secondary Education have the 
reputation as being the most rigorous examination boards in India, and typically attract the 

strongest students. 



Tertiary Education in India
Indian education has its roots in the British system, inherited after 
1947 independence. The oldest Indian universities, Madras (now 
Chennai), Bombay (now Mumbai) and Calcutta (now Kolkata) were 
founded in 1857.

Like Britain, India is an external examinations-based system. 

At the tertiary level, students generally study (often externally at 
affiliated colleges) in order to prepare for semester or year end 
examinations conducted by a university. 

Passing the successive examinations is the main (often only) 
requirement for a student to progress and qualify for a degree. 



Examinations Based System
Students are primarily assessed by semester or year end 
examinations.

Educational reforms have places more emphasis on “internal” 
or “sessional” grading in the classroom throughout the term. 

Examinations consist of a set group of subjects or “papers”.  
Students have little if any choice of elective coursework. 

Students must pass all examination papers to clear that 
examination. 

A student who has cleared all examinations is fully eligible to 
receive their degree. (Except in dentistry and medicine 
programs where an internship is required after the final term 
examination is cleared.)



Colleges vs. Universities
Universities

Establish the curriculum taught by the affiliated college

Usually conduct the semester or year end examinations

Always award the degree

The largest universities have hundreds of affiliated colleges

Colleges

Are responsible for the actual day to day classroom instruction

Colleges affiliate to a single university, determined by geography and field of study

Vary widely in size and scope- many specialize in only one area of study

Autonomous Colleges

Authorized by the UGC to create their own admission standards, curriculum, and assessment 
methods

Conduct their own examinations, which lead to a degree issued by the university they affiliate to



Always Request a Complete 
Set of Documents

Having a complete set of the right documents is essential when preparing 
credit and grade equivalences. 

A complete set of document ensures that you have the complete picture of 
how a student has performed academically.

Always request:
1)A complete educational history

2)Degree and/or Provisional Certificate for each program

3)Statements of marks, issued by the university, for every attempt at every
examination, even if an examination was failed and re-taken or if marks from an 
earlier examination or attempt appear on a later statement of marks.

Do not accept:
1)Consolidated marksheets

2)College issued transcripts

3)College issued marksheets (with the exceptions previously noted)



Degrees
Always issued by the 
university

Awarded at the Convocation 
Ceremony, which is often held 
months after a student 
finishes their program

A student may not receive 
their bachelor degree if they 
continue in a master degree 
program at the same school. 
The degrees are issued 
simultaneously after final 
completion.



Understanding Degree 
Classification

Academic achievement is officially recognized by the degree 
“Class” or “Division”.

Generally, degrees are classified as follows:
First Class with Distinction

First Class

Second Class

Third / Pass Class

Class is determined by examination scores.

Most degree classifications are awarded based only on the final 
year examination, not the entire program. Therefore, it is not 
accurate to treat the overall degree classification as a shortcut 
for a US grade point average. 



Dissecting a Degree

Determine the Following Items:
University awarding the degree

Name of the degree

Date of the final examination (if listed)

Date the degree was awarded

The degree class / division



Provisional Certificates
Should only be considered official 
when issued by the university

Confirms successful completion of 
the final year examination

For recent graduates, can be 
considered an official degree 
substitute

Caution! May not confirm 
completion of all degree 
requirements

Eg: Dentists need to complete a one 
year internship after their final 
examination before they are eligible 
to receive the Bachelor of Dental 
Surgery degree



Marksheets

Are the official documents that give 
students their examination results

Should always be issued by the 
institution that examined the student

The university always conducts 
examinations, with the exceptions 
on the following two slides.

Always request marksheets for all 
attempts at all examinations, even 
failing attempts



Exception #1:
Autonomous Colleges

359 autonomous colleges have 
authority to conduct all of their 
own examinations

List available at: 
www.ugc.ac.in/inside/auto_college.html



Exception #2:
Colleges Affiliated to 

the University of 
Mumbai and the 

University of Gujarat
Due to size and logistics, two of the 
largest universities, Mumbai and 
Gujarat, authorize their affiliated 
colleges to conduct some of their 
examinations

However, affiliated colleges never
conduct the final examination

The university always issues the 
degree.



Colleges Authorized to 
Conduct Examinations



Colleges Authorized to 
Conduct Examinations



Colleges Authorized to 
Conduct Examinations



Understanding 
Marks…. Each exam subject is scored out of a 

maximum number of marks, which may 
vary from 25 to 200 or more. A student 
must meet a minimum number (or 
percentage) of marks in each subject as 
well as a minimum number in the 
examination as a whole. 

Marks are not an absolute or transferable 
value. Marks are generally relative only to 
other marks in the same degree program 
at the same school. 

For example, the examinations for a three 
year Bachelor of Arts program might total 
5000 marks, while a four year Bachelor of 
Engineering program at the same school 
might total only 1200 marks. There is no 
“universal” conversion.



Dissecting a 
Marksheet Determine the Following Items:

The specific exam

The date of the exam

Course titles / papers

Course breakdown (Theory 
vs. Practical & Internal vs. 
External)

Maximum marks per paper

Minimum passing marks per 
paper

Minimum aggregate passing 
marks

Marks obtained per subject

Class / Division awarded

Other miscellaneous grading 
/ notation info



Consolidated 
Marksheets

GPA prepared from 
a Bachelor of Engineering
Consolidated Marks 
Statement 

=2.81

Show a single page summary of the 
final, passing grades for all 
examinations

Caution! Consolidated should not 
be used by themselves, as they 
usually omit failed examination 
attempts.

Instead, request and use the 
individual statements of marks.



Individual
Marksheets

GPA prepared from the
individual marksheets
submitted by the same 
student 

=2.11
*This student took 17 attempts
to pass 7 examinations. The 
consolidated statement
indicated no failures.



College-Issued Transcripts

Many colleges will issue “transcript-
style” documents, which are not 
valid for official use in India

In some cases, these may be the 
only sealed documents a student 
can obtain. 

Remember though these documents 
are not issued by the body that 
conducted the examination. 

College-issued transcripts almost 
never include information on failed 
examination attempts. 



Always Request a Complete 
Set of Documents

Having a complete set of the right documents is essential when preparing 
credit and grade equivalences. 

A complete set of document ensures that you have the complete picture of 
how a student has performed academically.

Always request:
1)A complete educational history

2)Degree and/or Provisional Certificate for each program

3)Statements of marks, issued by the university, for every attempt at every
examination, even if an examination was failed and re-taken or if marks from an 
earlier examination or attempt appear on a later statement of marks.

Do not accept:
1)Consolidated marksheets

2)College issued transcripts

3)College issued marksheets (with the exceptions previously noted)



Clues That You Are Missing Attempts

The dates on the examinations do not follow the expected 
sequence. 

The examination is titled “Supplemental”. 

The marksheet lists the dates of previous passing attempts next 
to some subjects. 

Some subjects have a notation indicating they were “carried 
forward” from a previous examination. 

Some subjects have a notation indicating they were previously 
passed. 



Exam Dates and Structure

Students first sit for the Annual exams. If one or more subjects are 
failed, the student returns for the Supplemental exam. In rare cases, 
supplemental attempts may be held in conjunction with the following 
year annual attempt. 

In the yearly system, Annual attempts are usually held in the summer 
(April/May/June) and Supplemental attempts in the winter 
(Nov/Dec/Jan). 

In the semester system, odd semester (I, III, V, VI) exams are usually 
conducted in the winter and even semester (II, IV, VI) exams in the 
summer. 

Carefully check the dates and sequence of all exams. Exams taken 
out of the expected sequence often indicate a failed previous attempt. 

Supplemental mark sheets may show results only for the subject re-
attempted, or may include the previous passing results for all 
subjects. 



A Complete Set of Mark Sheets!

First Year Annual: 
March 1997

First Year Supplemental: 
September 1997



Second Year Annual: 
April 1998

Third Year Annual: 
April 1997

A Complete Set of Mark Sheets!



Dates Out of Sequence



Previous
Attempts Listed

Likely, the first attempt for this exam 
was in July 1987 and courses with this 
date were passed on the first attempt.

Likely, courses dated December 1987 
were passed on the second attempt. 

Likely, the Engineering Chemistry 
course dated July 1988 was failed 
twice previously and passed on the 
third attempt. 



Marks Carried Forward
Notice this odd semester 

exam was taken in April 
(summer), not in the winter, 
as would normally be 
expected. 

The “+”s indicate grades 
that were earned on previous 
exam attempts.

Any marks missing this “+” 
can be assumed as 
previously failed. 



Is This A Complete Set?



From the date 
pattern of the first 
two examinations, we 
would expect these 
attempts to be done 
in spring/summer 
(March/July) of 2003 
and 2004. 

Other than missing 
failed attempts, the 
date inconsistencies 
could possibly be due 
to other factors such 
as illness, natural 
disaster, school 
closing, strikes, etc.

Is This A Complete Set?



Attempt Certificate
If a student claims they did not fail any attempts, you can request that they submit 

an official “Attempt Certificate” confirming this.

If a student cannot submit either marks for all attempts, or an Attempt Certificate, 
ECE cannot include a GPA on their report. 



5 Steps to Convert Marks to Credits

1. Determine Indian program length and target number of US 
equivalent credits.

2. Find and “box” the total maximum marks for each 
individual subject.

3. Add the total maximum marks for the entire program.

4. Calculate your conversion factor and apply to each 
subject.

5. Apply the conversion factor to each subject.



1. Confirm Indian Program Length….

Basic Principle of Credential Evaluation: a 
year of full-time academic work in one 
country is equivalent to a year of full-time 
academic work in any other country.

Determine the full-time program length. 

The AIU Handbooks are the best source 
for this information.

Example #1

University of Madras, Bachelor of Commerce

= 3 years of full-time study



University Degrees
First Degrees:

Bachelor of Arts 3 years (after Higher Secondary)

Bachelor of Science 3 years (after Higher Secondary)

Bachelor of Commerce 3 years (after Higher Secondary)

Bachelor of Engineering / Technology 4 years (after Higher Secondary) 

Bachelor of Agriculture 4 years (after Higher Secondary)

Second Degrees:

Bachelor of Education 1 year (after any Bachelor’s degree)

Master of Arts / Science / Commerce / 2 years (after Bachelor’s degree)
Engineering

Master of Philosophy (preparation for 1-2 years (after a Bachelor or Master 
degree) doctoral study)

Doctor of Philosophy varies by student and program 



Indian Professional Degrees

Typical Program Lengths:

Bachelor of Laws (General) 2 years (after any 3-year Bachelor’s degree)

Bachelor of Laws (Special) 3 years (after any 3-year Bachelor’s degree)

Bachelor of Pharmacy 4 years (after Higher Secondary)

Bachelor of Physical Therapy 3 ½ years + 6 months internship (after Higher 
Secondary)

Bachelor of Dentistry 4 years + 1 year internship (after Higher 
Secondary)

Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery 5 ½ years + 1 year internship (after Higher 
Secondary) 



1… and Determine Target Number of 
Equivalent U.S. Credits

Example #1

University of Madras, Bachelor of Commerce

= 90 to 108 Target Number of Credits

In the United States, one year of full-time 
study is normally worth 30 to 36 semester 
hours of credit.

Two Year Program: 60 to 72 credits

Three Year Program: 90 to 108 credits

Four Year Program: 120 to 144 credits



2. “Box” the Max Marks for Each Subject

Example #1

University of Madras, Bachelor of Commerce

Draw a box around the 
max marks for each 
subject. 

In cases where an 
examination breakdown 
has multiple parts (ie: 
theoretical vs. practical; 
internal vs. external), box 
the max marks for all parts 
together. 



3. Total the Max Marks for the Program

Example #1
University of Madras, Bachelor of Commerce

First Year (1990) 500 Max Marks
Second Year (1991) 500 Max Marks
Third Year (1992) 500 Max Marks

1500 Total Max Marks



4. Calculate a Conversion Factor

Always think of total maximum marks as “Sets of 100”. (Move the 
decimal point two places left.)

1500 Total Max Marks = 15 “Sets of 100”

Find the Conversion Factor by dividing the expected US credits by the 
Total “Sets of 100”

Round the Conversion Factor to the nearest whole or half number for 
the cleanest results

Example #1
University of Madras, Bachelor of Commerce

= CONVERSION FACTOREXPECTED US CREDITS
“SETS OF 100”

= 690 EXPECTED CREDITS
15 “SETS OF 100”



5. Apply the Conversion Factor
Multiply the “Sets of 100” for each subject by the Conversion Factor to 
get the equivalent US credits. 

Example #1
University of Madras, Bachelor of Commerce

1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits

*** 30 Total US Credits for This Year***



1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits

1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits

1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits
1 “Set of 100” x 6 = 6 US Credits

90 Total Credits for The Program 



How Do I Evaluate 
Documents That 
Show Credits?

Some universities use a credit / 
mark hybrid system.

“Credits” have different values 
in different countries, and often 
are not equal to US semester 
hours of credit.

Use the credits in place of 
maximum marks, still using a 
conversion factor to arrive at 
the expected US credit range.

Carefully check to see whether 
marks earned are listed raw or 
as percentages.



4 Steps to Convert Marks to Grades

1. Determine all known grading information.

2. Choose an appropriate grading scale using the known 
grading information.

3. Find and “circle” the total marks secured for each 
subject. 

4. Convert all marks obtained to percentages and apply 
the grading scale.



1. Determine All Known Grading Information
Determine the Following Items:

Minimum passing marks per paper

Minimum aggregate passing marks 
for the examination

Percentages required for each 
degree classification (if listed…)

Example #2

University of Mumbai, Bachelor of Commerce



ECE’s Recommended Grading Scales
for Indian Universities

33 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

40-49% C

33-39% D

0-32% F

35 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

40-49% C

35-39% D

0-34% F

40 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

40-49% C

0-39% F

50 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

0-49% F

2. Choose a Grade Conversion Scale

You can modify these grades scales if you know a university requires different 
percentages for their degree classifications. 



Indian Grade Conversion Philosophy

In ECE’s judgment, the achievement required to earn each degree 
class is equivalent to the level of achievement required to earn each 
United States letter grade as follows:

Degree Class Percentage of Marks U.S. Letter Grade
First (Distinction) 70-100% A
First 60-69% A
Second 50-59% B
Third / Pass 40-49% C
Individual Subject Pass min-39% D

These are the most common degree classification percentages used 
in Indian universities. 

You may choose to modify the grade conversion when different 
percentages are known. (eg: First class starts at 65%, not 60%)

The minimum passing degree classification for most graduate and 
professional programs in India is Second Class. Therefore, scores 
below 50% in these programs are usually a failure. 



Is There a “D” in India?
The US Concept of  the “D” Grade 

An individual subject grade, that although below 
the minimum acceptable standard, is condoned as 
passing 

Evidence of a “D” Grade in India
Often, the minimum passing marks in individual 
subjects is lower that the aggregate passing 
minimum.

Although many exams having passing minimums 
in the 30's range, 40% is the most common 
passing aggregate for non-professional programs.

Grace Marks



Is There a “D” in India?

Page from the AIU Handbook for Bangalore University
Individual Pass Marks are Lower than Aggregate Pass



Grace 
Marks

In some instances, the university may award extra free marks to a student
who has not achieved the passing minimum.
This idea of a “condoned failure” is similar to the US concept of a “D” grade.
The highlighted “& 0.224” refers to the specific university grace mark regulation.



2. Choose a Grading Scale

Example #2

University of Mumbai, Bachelor of Commerce

35 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

40-49% C

35-39% D

0-34% F



3. “Circle” the Marks Obtained for Each Subject

Example #2

University of Mumbai, Bachelor of Commerce

Draw a circle around 
the marks obtained 
for each subject. 

In cases where an 
examination 
breakdown has 
multiple parts (ie: 
theoretical vs. 
practical; internal vs. 
external), circle the 
marks obtained for all 
parts together. 



4. Convert to Percentage and 
Apply the Grading Scale

Example #2

University of Mumbai, Bachelor of Commerce

In this example, the 
marks obtained are 
out of 100 max, and 
are therefore already 
a percentage. 

Always remember if 
the circled marks are 
raw or a percentage!

35 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

40-49% C

35-39% D

0-34% F



How Do You Convert Letter Grades?

Some schools may use a 
letter grading scale.

Letter grading scales vary 
widely and may not match the 
US style A-F scale.

Check accompanying 
documents for additional 
information.

Often, scales are found on the 
backs of marksheets.



1) Letter Grades, cont.

This scale was found on the back of the Jadavpur
University marksheet from the previous slide.



How Do You Convert Other Non-Percentage 
Grading Scales?

Grading is not standardized in India. Besides percentages and letter grades, other scales 
exist such as 4 point or 10 point GPA systems. 

When confronted with an unfamiliar scale, ECE recommends this approach:

Determine all known information: document, website, print resources, examination regulations

If known, base conversions off the related degree classifications.

Look for word descriptors that give qualitative meaning and break down to the closest, most 
logical U.S. equivalent grades. 



Document Setup Examples
Each subject has two parts, 
“Examination” and 
“Sessionals” that should be 
combined. 

Subjects #5-7 are out of 75 
maximum marks and must be 
converted to a percentage. 

Because the minimum 
passing percentage for the 
Theory subjects is different 
than the Practical and 
Aggregate minimums, what 
grading scale would you use?

Example #3 
Osmania University
Bachelor of Pharmcy



Document Setup Examples

Example #3 
Osmania University
Bachelor of Pharmcy

100 Max (1 “Set of 100”) X 2.5 = 2.5 US Credits

75 Max (.75 “Sets of 100”) X 2.5 = 2 US Credits (1.875 rounded)

This 4 year program has a 
total maximum marks of 4875, 
or 48.75 “Sets of 100”

Round to the nearest whole or 
half number: = 2.5

= 2.46120 EXPECTED CREDITS
48.75 “SETS OF 100”

100 Max (1 “Set of 100”) X 2.5 = 2.5 US Credits
100 Max (1 “Set of 100”) X 2.5 = 2.5 US Credits
100 Max (1 “Set of 100”) X 2.5 = 2.5 US Credits

75 Max (.75 “Sets of 100”) X 2.5 = 2 US Credits (1.875 rounded)
75 Max (.75 “Sets of 100”) X 2.5 = 2 US Credits (1.875 rounded)



Document Setup Examples

Example #3 
Osmania University
Bachelor of Pharmcy

55 Obtained  / 100 Max = 55%  B
64 Obtained  / 100 Max = 64%  A
70 Obtained  / 100 Max = 70%  A
71 Obtained  / 100 Max = 71%  A
61 Obtained / 75 Max = 81%  A
57 Obtained / 75 Max = 76%  A
56 Obtained / 75 Max = 74%  A

50 Lowest Pass

60-100% A

50-59% B

0-40% F

(Note: Theory scores can 
individually pass down to 40%.)



Document Setup Examples
Each subject has multiple 
parts that should be 
combined. 

All subjects are out of 300 
maximum marks and must be 
converted to a percentage. 

Because the minimum 
percentage to earn first class 
is 65%, what grading scale 
would you use?

Example #4 
Manipal Academy of Higher Education
Bachelor of Dental Surgery
(4 years academic + 1 year internship)



Document Setup Examples

300 Max (3 “Sets of 100”) x 2.5 = 7.5 US Credits

This 4 year program has a 
total maximum marks of 5300, 
or 53 “Sets of 100”

Round to the nearest whole or 
half number: = 2.5

= 2.26120 EXPECTED CREDITS
53 “SETS OF 100”

300 Max (3 “Sets of 100”) x 2.5 = 7.5 US Credits

300 Max (3 “Sets of 100”) x 2.5 = 7.5 US Credits

300 Max (3 “Sets of 100”) x 2.5 = 7.5 US Credits

Example #4 
Manipal Academy of Higher Education
Bachelor of Dental Surgery
(4 years academic + 1 year internship)



Document Setup Examples

196 Obtained / 300 Max = 65% A

163 Obtained / 300 Max = 54%  B

172 Obtained / 300 Max = 57%  B

200 Obtained  / 300 Max = 66%  A

50 Lowest Pass; 65 First Class

65-100% A

50-64% B

0-40% F

(Note: Theory scores can 
individually pass down to 40%.)

Example #4 
Manipal Academy of Higher Education
Bachelor of Dental Surgery
(4 years academic + 1 year internship)



The AIU 
Handbook

Published biannually since 1927, 
though the last edition was in 2006

The BEST source of information for
programs at Indian universities

The preface also includes an excellent 
overview of higher education in India

Ordering information available at 
http://www.aiuweb.org/publication.htm



Sample Page from the AIU Handbook



Alberta International 
Qualifications 

Assessment Service

In 2009, IQAS published an excellent 
book on all aspects of Indian 
education.

Intended for employers, educators and 
immigration officials in Alberta, but 
also very useful as a credential 
evaluation resource. 

Available free(!) online at: 
http://employment.alberta.ca/documen
ts/WIA/WIA-IM_iqas_india_profile.pdf
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